Vermont Youth Strings
Asiat Ali, Conductor
(as of 7.15.2019)

Violin
Nora Austin
Tiko Bedrosian
Leo Beebe
Alexandra Botten
Emilie Buttolph
Scarlett Cannizzaro
Jeremy Chen
Abigail Cloud
Ava Dalla Mura
Gretchen Fitzgerald
Benjamin Haddock
Tyler Haddock
Nikolas Homan
Richard Jiang
Molly Leavey
Abigail Lee
Gavyn Letzelter
Ken Lynch
Emma Marden
Mary Moyer
Wyatt Nelson
Sophie Schuyler
Zoe Sliter
Jaeda Spradley-Gavin
Orion Stapleton
Sofia Turner Amaya
Annabella Voyer

Viola
Evan Xia
Morgan Young
Lily Besaw
William Cunningham
Kayli Shrout
Casey Sullivan

Cello
Elsa Burrows
Ava Glover
Asher Kelly
Tyco Lawson-Ryan
Elliot Miklus

Double Bass
Mehren Blair
Charlotte Chant
Keenan Garlieb-Meno
Lillian Greenwood
Sage Poston